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Product Details
Product’s

Name
picture Specification Description

1

UHOOMA
F7

(bayonet
slot)

Certification:
CE-EMC.CE-LVD.ROH
S 2.0
Needle Style:
1/3/5/7/9/12/24/36/
42/nano/3D/5Dnano
silicon needle
cartridge
Handle material:
aluminium alloy
Color: green
Vibration speed:
5 level vibration
speeds controlled
Weight:
152*25mm/310g
Package Type:
17.5*8.5*5.5cm/1pcs/31
0g
29cm*17cm*19cm/10pcs
/3.5kg
53*23*29cm/20pcs/6.5k
g
43*21*27cm/30pcs/10kg

UHOOMA F7
Auto Hydra microneedle pen is a modern
sutra of derma rolling system.fine material,
fashion designs, precision, and inspections.

1.UHOOMA F7 is made of high quality aluminum
alloy,simple sense and halfback.
Its green metallic looks an advanced and sharp
impression.

2.Especially its lightweight design, even if
long-term use will not hand acid, and the sound is
very silent. so Suitable for beauty salon and home
use.

3.The length of the needle can also be adjusted
to 0.25mm to 2.5mm.

4.Five levels speed control can be adjusted
randomly according to the demand.

5.Widely used and safe and effective.Suitable for
all people, can be used at home or in clinical use. It
is recommended to be used once and to ensure
more safety and hygiene.

Tel ：15914537140
Email : uhooma.beauty@gmail.com
Add ：No.1 Mengyong street, Panyu District, Guangzhou
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UHOOMA
M1

(hydra
derma pen)

Certification:
CE-EMC.CE-LVD.ROH
S 2.0
Needle Style:
microneedle of
hollow pipe
Handle material:
aluminium alloy
Color:
gold、silver、blue
Vibration speed:
3 level vibration
speeds controlled
Weight:
152*25mm/338g
Package Type:
17.5*8.5*5.5cm/1pcs/338g

29*17*19cm/10pcs/3.5kg

53*23*29cm/20pcs/7kg

43*21*27cm/30pcs/10.5kg

UHOOMAM1 Auto Hydra microneedle pen is
a modern sutra of derma rolling system.fine
material, fashion designs, precision, and
inspections.Especially it can be combined with a
new type of microneedle containing
essence.Compared with the manual
hydra microneedle on the market.

1.UHOOMA M1 not only can applies the essence
while using the microneedles,but also be
automatically and quickly introduced into the skin
by electric power,and the flow rate of the essence
can be controlled by different pressing forces.

2.The lightweight design, even if long-term use will
not hand acid, and the sound is very silent.

3.Three levels speed control can be adjusted
randomly according to the demand.

4.Widely used and safe and effective.Suitable for
all people, can be used at home or in clinical use. It
is recommended to be used once and to ensure
more safety and hygiene.
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UHOOMA
H3+

(screw
port)

Certification:
CE-EMC.CE-LVD.ROH
S 2.0
Needle Style:
1/3/5/7/9/12/24/36/
42/nano/3D/5Dnano
silicon needle
cartridge
Handle material:
aluminium alloy
Color:
purple、silver、indigo
Vibration speed:
5 level vibration
speeds controlled
Weight:
152*25mm/308g
Package Type:
17.5*8.5*5.5cm/1pcs/308g

29cm*17cm*19cm/10pcs/3.

5kg

53*23*29cm/20pcs/6.5kg

43*21*27cm/30pcs/10kg

UHOOMA H3+
Auto microneedle pen is a modern sutra of derma
rolling system.fine material, fashion designs,
precision, and inspections.

1.Consider not only the function of products, but
also pay special attention to the appearance
design, durability, safety.

2.Especially its lightweight design, even if
long-term use will not hand acid;
Light and compact structure, convenient for
moving with occupying small space.

3.The horsepower is too strong, and the sound is
very silent.

4.Five levels speed control can be adjusted
randomly according to the demand.

5.The length of the needle can also be adjusted
to 0.25mm to 2.5mm.

6.Widely used and safe and effective.Suitable for
all people, can be used at home or in clinical use. It
is recommended to be used once and to ensure
more safety and hygiene.
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UHOOMA
H3+

(bayonet
slot)
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UHOOMA
H6

(screw
port)

Certification:
CE-EMC.CE-LVD.ROH
S 2.0
Needle Style:
1/3/5/7/9/12/24/36/
42/nano/3D/5Dnano
silicon needle
cartridge
Handle material:
aluminium alloy
Color:pink、silver、
gray
Vibration speed:
5 level vibration
speeds controlled
Weight:152*25mm/3
10g
Package Type:
17.5*8.5*5.5cm/1pcs/310g

29cm*17cm*19cm/10pcs/3.

5kg

53*23*29cm/20pcs/6.5kg

43*21*27cm/30pcs/10kg

UHOOMA H6
Auto microneedle pen is a modern sutra of derma
rolling system.fine material, fashion designs,
precision, and inspections.Especially
its lightweight design, even if long-term use will
not hand acid;

1.The power is too strong, and the sound is
very silent.

2.Five levels speed control can be adjusted
randomly according to the demand.

3.The length of the needle can also be adjusted
to 0.25mm to 2.5mm.

4.Widely used and safe and effective.Suitable for
all people, can be used at home or in commercial
use. It is recommended to be used once and to
ensure more safety and hygiene.
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Microneedle
Cartridge

Certification:
CE.ROHS
Needle Style 1:
1/3/5/7/9/12/24/36/
42/nano/3D/5D nano
silicon needle
cartridge
Needle Style 2:
bayonet coupling、
screw port
Needle Material:
Medical Purpose
Stainless Steel(safe
and durable)

Best beauty tools for face and body skin care
Only for the personal use, don't share with others
in order to avoid infection
Keep Youth Forever -It is time to Enjoy Who you
are,see the beauty of being you!
Improve scar, stretch marks, acne, etc.Promote
blood circulation and stimulate the Improve
elasticity of skin.
Allows Application Of Serums, Creams, Gels, Oils,
Moisturizers And Oils More Effective Absorption

7
Hydra

microneedle

Certification:
CE.ROHS
Needle Style:
nano/3D/5D nano
silicon needle
cartridge
Needle Material:
Medical Purpose
Stainless Steel(safe
and durable)

See UHOOMA M1


